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FisEp USER Manual

This document contains all informations related to the FisEp User Interface, integrated to the SOFiE tool.
SOFiE is the solution proposed by CETREL to it’s customers, to execute Secured Online File Exchanges.
The user manual is addressed to final users that have to type in the information that has to be transmitted
to the Tax Administration in the context of the Luxembourg savings tax.

The reproduction of this document is prohibited without the written authorization of CETREL S.C.

CETREL S.C.
10 Parc d'Activité Syrdall
L-2956 Munsbach
Phone: 00352 3 55 66 - 444
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Introduction
The law, transposing the EU directive 2003/48/CE of 3rd June 2003 concerning the savings tax, gives the
beneficiaries of interest revenues the possibility not to have a tax deduction at source, but to have the
Paying Agents send an information concerning the revenue to the local Tax Administration.

The information is collected by Paying Agents during the year and at the beginning of the following year,
they send the information to the Tax Administration.
In Luxembourg, the Tax Administration published the specifications in "circulaire 2005 RIUE 2 bis, ter,
quater, quinter".

The SOFiE tool of CETREL S.C. has been chosen by the Luxembourg Tax Administration as being the
only way to send the data to the administration. CETREL has integrated this function to SOFiE in the form
of the FISEP package.
As an additional service, the Tax Administration proposed CETREL S.C. to complete the SOFiE tool with
a User Interface that gives Paying Agents a funtionality to introduce in a simple way the required
information and to format a file according to the spectifications. This function is proposed in SOFiE as the
FisEp - Saisie Package.

The present document gives users all the necessary information to use this functionality.
Limitations:
The tool allows Paying Agents to introduce the data required by the Tax Administration in a very
simple way. It integrates control functionalities to verify that the data will conform to the given
syntax requirements
It does not integrate any control concerning the application of the law (financial products
concerned by the law, ...).
Refer to the law and the given instructions of the Tax Administration for any definition of
terminology of the tax context (ex. Who is a paying agent? Who is a beneficial owner? What is a
residual entity? ...).
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Contacts
User Help Desk
Please contact the User Help Desk for any information you need.
Either for the installation or the use of SOFiE.
phone:

(+352) 3 55 66 - 600

e-mail:

helpdesk@cetrel.lu

Commercial Department
Please contact the Commecial Department for any information related to your SOFiE contract.
phone: (+352) 3 55 66 - 444
e-mail: commercial@cetrel.lu
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Subscribe
You are not a SOFiE participant
If you do not have a SOFiE contract, please refer to our site www.cetrel.lu to download the SOFiE
contract and indicate in the enclosure the subscription to the SOFiE FisEp packages.
When subscribing the FisEp-Saisie package you will also need the FisEp-Basic to send the files to the
Luxembourg Tax Administration. As indicated on the form, send the completed documents to Cetrel.
You willl soon receive the confirmation that your contract has been registered at Cetrel.
You will get your envelope containing your UserId and Password.
Refer to the detailled instructions in the User Manual of SOFiE for the detail of the installation and
configuration procedure.

You are already a SOFiE participant
If you are already a SOFiE user, please complete only the enclosure of the SOFiE contract for the FisEp
packages. Indicate your existing SOFiE UserId and send the enclosure as indicated to Cetrel.
Notice:
1. Remember that before subscribing to any FisEp package, you first need registration at the Tax
Administration. You will get their Registration ID, that you have to complete on the SOFiE
Enclosure.
2. We highly recommend that you authorize the automatic update of the SOFiE tool. In case of
changes on the format of the file or the rules, the new version is quickly at your disposal.
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Installation
The installation of the FisEp - Saisie functionality does not require any special action from your side.
When installing the SOFiE tool, refer to the SOFiE User manual on www.cetrel.lu, you will already have
installed the complete software.
Only when your contract has been registered at CETREL S.C., your SOFiE installation will give you
access to the User Interface of the FisEp - Saisie package.
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Quick guide
The different steps to create your information file for the Tax Administration
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User Guide
Main menu
When acceeding to the FisEp - Saisie functionality (element of the Option menu in SOFiE),

.
the following main menu for this function becomes accessible.
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Notice: Remember that a data file is attached to a unique Paying Agent.

The File menu

New:

Create a new file.

Open:

Open an existing file that has previously been saved using the save or save as option

Select the desired file using the window
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When opening the selected file, SOFiE verifies if the file is already in use.
If this is the case, you will get the following information.

•

If another user is working on the file, it is highly recommended not doing any modification and
saving the file. Just close without saving.

•

This warning message may also occur if you did not correctly close SOFiE the last time you
have been working on your file. In this case you have the last version available and can
continue working.

Notice: You cannot open a file that is the result of the Generate Fisc39 function.
Save :

Save your file

!!! Only when you did execute the save instruction, your data has been stored on your
computer and you can access it after the closing of the program!!!
Notice: SOFiE verifies the syntax of your file when saving. If any error is detected you are
informed.
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Save your file choosing the directory and the file name

Your file is saved in an internal SOFiE format.
This file must not be sent to the Tax Administration.
Remember the file name and the location where you have been saving the file.

Notice: SOFiE verifies the syntax of your file when saving. If any error is detected you are
informed.
Generate Fisc39: Save your file in the format required by the Tax Administration.
The file is saved in the directory ..\data of SOFiE. When you start SOFiE and select the menu for
sending the file, SOFiE will automatically show you the file. Simply select the file and add it to list
of file to send.
Notice: SOFiE verifies the syntax of your file before creating the final format. If any error is
detected you are informed.
Exit:

Leave the program without saving.
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The HELP menu
Help:

Gives you access to all the explanations about using the FisEp User Interface.

About: Gives you the detailled information about the modules installed. These informations might be
necessary when you contact the User Help Desk of CETREL S.C.

The shortcuts
The shortcuts allow to access directly to the functions available on the Main menu.
Create a new file
Open an existing file
Save a file
Access the help
Leave the programe and close the file without saving
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Defining a Paying Agent
As already mentionned, one file is containing all the declarations for one Paying Agent (as required by
the Tax Administration).
If you are treating several Paying Agents, you will have to manage several files (one per Paying Agent).
The first step is to define all the informations related to the Paying Agent.
On the main menu, you can directly access to the definition of a Paying Agent.

No Paying Agent is defined
When no Paying Agent is declared (no information is attached in the Paying Agent part),

use the

button to create the Paying Agent.
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Validate:

Verifies if all the required information is correctly given and registers the data.

Save as default: Allows you to save the data of the paying agent in order to reuse it when creating
another file/paying agent.
Close:

Concludes the typing of the data. The given information is not registered.

Notice: As far as one file can only contain one paying agent, the new button is not available for existing
files.

The Paying Agent has been declared
When the data of a Paying Agent has already be given.

use the

to get access to the data.
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Beneficial owners and their payments
Use this part of the User Interface

to:
•

declare/change beneficial owners and use the beneficial owners information in a template

•

define the interest payments for the declared beneficial owners

•

delete a beneficial owner and his payments

•
The counters on this part of the Interface indicate:
•

number of beneficial owners already declared

The beneficial owner
Declaring a new beneficial owner
Use the

button on

to define a new beneficial owner, by accessing the data capture interface
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Use the:
to select the previous beneficial owner
to select the next defined beneficial owner
to verify the data of the declared beneficial owner and register the data
to save the data of the beneficial owner in memory and have it attached
automatically for the next new beneficial owner you declare
to terminate without registering the data
The rules for completing the data have been defined by the Tax Administration. Refer to their instructions.
A counter indicates the number of already given payments.
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Editing a beneficial owner
The list contains all the beneficial owners and payments you have already given.
Select a beneficial owner's payment will select all the payments for the beneficial owner.

Use the

button to get access to the detailled information.

You get access to the same screen as for creation.
Sort the list by clicking on the Header of a column.

Deleting a beneficial owner
Selecting the beneficial owner's payments and using the

button

will delete the beneficial owner and his payments (the final deletion will be done when saving).

Sort the list by clicking on the Header of a column
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The interest payments of beneficial owners
When you have access to the definition of a beneficial owner, you can access to the input of interest
payments of the beneficial owner
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Create new payments
Use the

button to access to the declaration of new payments.

Use the:
to select the previous payment
to select the next defined payment
to verify and register the data of the declared payment
to save the data in memory in order to reuse for the next new payment
to terminate without registering the data
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Change existing payments
Select the payment you want to treat

and use the

button to access to the details of the payments.

Change the data on the window as defined before.
Sort the list by clicking on the Header of a column
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Delete existing payments
Select the payment you want to treat

and use the

button to delete the details of the payment(s).

Sort the list by clicking on the Header of a column
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Residual entitiys and their payments
Use the this part of the User Interface

to:
•

declare/change residual entitiys and use the residual entitiys information in a template

•

define the interest payments for the declared residual entitiys

•

delete a residual entitiy and his payments

•
The counters on this part of the Interface indicate:
•

number of residual entitiys already declared

The residual entitiy
Declaring a new residual entitiy
Use the

button on

to define a new residual entitiy, by accessing the data capture interface
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Use the:
to select the previous residual entitiy
to select the next defined residual entitiy
to verify the data of the declared residual entitiy and register the data
to save the data of the residual entitiy in memory and have it attached
automatically for the next new residual entitiy you declare
to terminate without registering the data
The rules for completing the data have been defined by the Tax Administration. Refer to their instructions.
A counter indicates the number of already given payments.
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Editing a residual entitiy
The list contains all the residual entitiys and payments you have already given.
Select a residual entitiy's payment will select all the payments for the residual entitiy.
Use the

button to get access to the detailled information.

You get access to the same screen as for creation.
Sort the list by clicking on the Header of a column.

Deleting a residual entitiy
Selecting the residual entitiy's payments and using the

button

will delete the residual entitiy and his payments (the final deletion will be done when saving).

Sort the list by clicking on the Header of a column
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The interest payments of residual entitiys
When you have access to the definition of a residual entitiy, you can access to the input of interest
payments of the residual entitiy
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Create new payments
Use the

button to access to the declaration of new payments.

Use the:
to select the previous payment
to select the next defined payment
to verify and register the data of the declared payment
to save the data in memory in order to reuse for the next new payment
to terminate without registering the data
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Change existing payments
Select the payment you want to treat

and use the

button to access to the details of the payments.

Change the data on the window as defined before.
Sort the list by clicking on the Header of a column
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Delete existing payments
Select the payment you want to treat

and use the

button to delete the details of the payment(s).

Sort the list by clicking on the Header of a column
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File Structure
Paying Agent
Data
Code
F101[313]

Data Description

French Heading

English Heading

Identifiant échanges ACD

Identifier exchanges ACD

F046

Nom clé

Nom(s) ou Raison Sociale

Name(s) or Company name

F047
F051

Autres noms
Rue

Prénom(s)
Rue et numéro

First name(s)
Street and number

F052
F054
F055

Ville
Code Postal
Code du pays

Localité
Code postal
Pays

Place
Postal code
Country

German Heading
Identifikationsnummer
Informationsaustausch
ACD
Name(n) oder
Firmenname
Vorname(n)
Strasse und
Hausnummer
Ort
Postleitzahl
Land

Beneficiaries
Data
Code
F002

Data Description

English Heading

German Heading

Pays de résidence

Residence country

Wohnsitzstaat

Numéro fiscal

Fiscal number

Steuernummer

Date de naissance
Lieu de naissance
Pays de naissance

Date of birth
Birth place
Birth country

Geburtsdatum
Geburtsort
Geburtsland

F009
F010
Premièr
e
Adresse
F029
Rue

Nom(s)
Prénom(s)
ADRESSE PRINCIPALE

Name(s)
First name(s)
MAIN ADDRESS

Name(n)
Vorname(n)
HAUPTADRESSE

Rue et numéro

Street and number

F030
F032
F033
Deuxiè
me
Adresse
F036

Commune
Code postal
Code pays

Localité
Code postal
Pays
ADRESSE SECONDAIRE

Place
Postal code
Country
SECONDARY ADDRESS

Strasse und
Hausnummer
Ort
Postleitzahl
Land
NEBENADRESSE

Rue

Rue et numéro

Street and number

F037
F039
F040

Ville
Code postal
Code pays

Localité
Code postal
Pays

Place
Postal code
Country

Strasse und
Hausnummer
Ort
Postleitzahl
Land

C1
C2
C3

F001
F101
F088

Type d'enregistrement
Référence
Année

Recording type
Reference
Year

Eintragungstyp
Referenz
Jahr

F003
F007
F014
F016

Code du pays de
résidence
NIF dans le pays de
résidence
Date de naissance
Lieu de naissance
Code du pays de
naissance
Nom clé
Autres noms

French Heading
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C5
C6
C7

F103
F090
F092
F091

Source
Type paiement
Montant
Devise

Source
Payment type
Amount
Currency

Quelle
Zahlungsart
Betrag
Währung

Residual entities
Data
Code
F046

Data Description
Nom clé

French Heading

English Heading

German Heading

Nom(s) ou Raison
Sociale
Prénom(s)
ADRESSE

Name(s) or company
name
First name(s)
ADDRESS

Name(n) oder Firmenname

F047
Zone
Adresse
F051
F052
F054
F055

Autres noms

Vorname(n)
ADRESSE

Rue
Ville
Code Postal
Code du pays

Rue et numéro
Localité
Code postal
Pays

Street and number
Place
Postal code
Country

Strasse und Hausnummer
Ort
Postleitzahl
Land

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7

F001
F101
F088
F103
F090
F092
F091

Type d'enregeistrement
Référence
Année
Source
Type de paiement
Montant
Devise

Recording type
Reference
Year
Source
Payment type
Amount
Currency

Eintragungstyp
Referenz
Jahr
Quelle
Zahlungsart
Betrag
Währung

Paiments
Data
Code
F001
F101
F102
F088
F090
F091
F092
F103
F104

Data Description
Indicateur de type de
données
Référence de l’expéditeur
Référence de la
correction
Date de payement
Type de payement du
pays émetteur
Code de la monnaie
utilisée
Montant du revenu brut
versé
Espace libre
Répartition montant versé

French Heading

English Heading

German Heading

Type d’enregistrement

Recording type

Eintragungstyp

Référence
Référence de
l’enregistrement à
corriger
Année
Type de paiement

Reference
Reference of the rectified
record

Referenz
Referenz des rektifizierten
Eintrags

Year
Payment type

Jahr
Zahlungsart

Devise

Currency

Währung

Montant

Amount

Betrag

Source
Répartition montant

Source
Distribution amount

Quelle
Aufteilung Betrag
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